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Brand New Book. When an IMF-backed program of liberalization opened Trinidad s borders to
foreign ready-made apparel, global competition damaged the local industry and unraveled worker
entitlements and expectations but also presented new economic opportunities for engaging the
global market. This fascinating ethnography explores contemporary life in the Signature Fashions
garment factory, where the workers attempt to exploit gaps in these new labor configurations
through illicit and informal uses of the factory, a practice they colloquially refer to as thiefing a
chance. Drawing on fifteen months of fieldwork, author Rebecca Prentice combines a vivid picture
of factory life, first-person accounts, and anthropological analysis to explore how economic
restructuring has been negotiated, lived, and recounted by women working in the garment industry
during Trinidad s transition to a neoliberal economy. Through careful social coordination, the
workers thief by copying patterns, taking portions of fabric, teaching themselves how to operate
machines, and wearing their work outside the factory. Even so, the workers describe their thiefing
as a personal, individualistic enterprise rather than a form of collective resistance to workplace
authority. By making and taking furtive opportunities, they embrace a...
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Merely no words to spell out. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am happy to explain how this is actually the very best
publication we have go through within my personal daily life and can be he best ebook for at any time.
-- Althea  Chr istia nsen-- Althea  Chr istia nsen

It in one of the most popular book. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Ca m ylle La r son-- Ca m ylle La r son
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